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About Me
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Jargon in Bandits

Bandit / Reinforcement 
Learning Term Machine Learning Term

action recommendation

arm item

reward / payoff relevance, target, output

context features

policy distribution over actions

exploit perform the optimal action

explore perform an action to learn more

inverse propensity scoring importance sample reweighting

dueling bandits comparison between bandits
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— Motivation
— Cold start
— Predictive Uncertainty
— Explore-Exploit

— Bandits
— Contextual Bandits 
— On-Policy Learning & 

Evaluation

— Off-Policy Learning & 
Evaluation

— Feedback Loops
— Slate Recommendation
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Why Recommend?

reduction in churn —> saves Netflix $1 billion / year [Uribe & Hunt, 2015]

crucial to enjoying items from a large and growing catalogue

https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=2843948
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—> corollary: recommendation influences what is consumed and enjoyed

decision ≡ action

What is a Recommendation?

Working definition for this talk:

“A decision made by an interface that exposes user attention to an item.”
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Collaborative Filtering 

Goal of user relevance model: to predict what a user will like based on past interactions 
between all users and items.

e.g., matrix factorization, factorization machines, deep learning, word2vec.

user relevance model

̂r(A, X)

R : relevance

A : recommendation

X : context

̂r : user relevance model

1 of K items

relevance ≡ reward 
e.g. click / no click (binary)

or length of stream (non-negative real)

anything observed about the user, 
items, or background information

how to use predicted relevance to decide  
which item to recommend?

≈ R
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Choose Actions from a Policy

Policy      

User Model      Policy≠

A ∼ π K-sided die

π : {1,…, K} → ℝ≥0 such that
K

∑
k=1

π(ak) = 1

π → pϕ(A | X)

Policy Model

Originated in learning to rank, now in recsys.

e.g. multiclass classification

Policy Derived from User Relevance Model

policy

π

user relevance model

̂r(A, X)

π
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In general: policies 
can be deterministic 
or stochastic.
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policyuser relevance model
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Collaborative Filtering 
X : context

A : recommendation

cold start

non-stationarity

out of matrix prediction



Perpetual Coldness

Large context, large action space, growing item set, growing user base, changing culture.
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Predictive Uncertainty

A useful principle for understanding cold start.

= ∫ p(R | A, X, θ)p(θ | 𝒟)dθpredictive distribution p(R | 𝒟, A, X)

dataset 𝒟 := {(xn, an, rn)N
n=1}

intrinsic uncertainty

parameter uncertainty  
based on data

Where does the uncertainty come from?
— intrinsic uncertainty: how deterministic is behavior?
— data uncertainty: how much data do we have? how noisy is the data?
— (ignored here: model mismatch)

where p(θ | 𝒟) ∝ p(𝒟 | θ)p(θ)
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Predictive Uncertainty

A useful principle for understanding cold start.

R0.25

p(R | 𝒟, A, X)



Being Restricted to Exploit  
and Ignore Can Lead to Bad
Decisions Under Uncertainty
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Multi-armed bandits
1. enter the world with zero knowledge
2. pick       
3. observe a payoff

repeat N times rn

ak ∼ π

[Robbins, 1952]

http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.335.3232&rep=rep1&type=pdf
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Multi-armed bandits
1. enter the world with zero knowledge
2. pick       
3. observe a payoff

repeat N times

regret = max
a

N

∑
n=1

(reward(a) − rn)

how to choose a policy to minimize regret?

rn

ak ∼ π

[Robbins, 1952]

http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.335.3232&rep=rep1&type=pdf
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Contextual bandits

1. enter the world with zero knowledge
2. observe a context 
3. pick      
4. observe a payoff

repeat N times ak ∼ π(A | xn)
rn

regret = max
π′ �

N

∑
n=1

(reward(π′�(xn)) − rn)

xn

[Abe et al. 2003]

1. enter the world with zero knowledge
2. pick       
3. observe a payoff rn

ak ∼ π(A)

regret = max
a

N

∑
n=1

(reward(a) − rn)

Bandit
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Sutton & Barto, 2018 (first edition 1998)

http://incompleteideas.net/book/the-book-2nd.html

http://incompleteideas.net/book/the-book-2nd.html
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How to Balance Exploration with
Exploitation?

— Simplest method is epsilon-greedy

π

A

ε-greedy

best action A* 
under preference 
model prediction

π(A |X) =
(1 − ϵ) + ϵ

|𝒜 |
when A = A*

ϵ
|𝒜 |

otherwise

exploration rate (can also decay over time)

treats all sub-optimal arms the same

regret linear in N
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How to Balance Exploration with
Exploitation?

— Thompson sampling [Thompson, 1933]

π(A | X) = ∫ 𝕀(𝔼[R | A, X, θ] = max
A′�

𝔼[R | A′�, X, θ])p(θ | 𝒟)dθ

predictive mean 𝔼(R | 𝒟, A, X) = ∫ 𝔼(R | A, X, θ)p(θ | 𝒟)dθ

Regret depends on the sum of observed rewards —> optimize average reward

how to implement in practice?

https://www.jstor.org/stable/2332286?seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents
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— Thompson sampling [Thompson, 1933]

Monte Carlo approximation: 

π(A | X) ≈ 𝕀(𝔼[R | A, X, θ′�] = max
A′�

𝔼[R | A′�, X, θ′�]) where θ′� ∼ p(θ | 𝒟)

Algorithm:
1.  pick a model                         and 
2.  initialize 
3.  for n = 1 … N:
       4. observe 
       5. sample
       6. pick
       7. observe
       8. update

p(R | A, X, θ) p(θ)
q1(θ) = p(θ)

xn

θ′� ∼ qn(θ)
A′� = arg max

A
𝔼[R | A, X, θ′�]

rn
qn+1(θ) ∝ qn(θ)p(rn | an, xn, θ)

https://www.jstor.org/stable/2332286?seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents
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Beta-Bernoulli Example:

1.  initialize 
2.  for n = 1 … N:
       3. observe 
       4. sample
       5. pick
       6. observe
       7. update

Algorithm:

xn
θ′�k ∼ Beta(Sn,xn,k, Fn,xn,k)

A′� = arg max
k

θ′�k

rn

Sn+1,i,A′ � ← Sn+1,i,A′� + rn,

S1,i,k = α, F1,i,k = β for i = 1,…, D

Fn+1,i,A′ � ← Fn+1,i,A′� + (1 − rn)

for k = 1,…, K

for k = 1,…, K

https://www.jstor.org/stable/2332286?seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents
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Beta-Bernoulli Example:

regret ≤ O( KN log N) [Agrawal & Goyal, 2013]

1.  initialize 
2.  for n = 1 … N:
       3. observe 
       4. sample
       5. pick
       6. observe
       7. update

Algorithm:

xn
θ′�k ∼ Beta(Sn,xn,k, Fn,xn,k)

A′� = arg max
k

θ′�k

rn

Sn+1,i,A′ � ← Sn+1,i,A′� + rn,

S1,i,k = α, F1,i,k = β for i = 1,…, D

Fn+1,i,A′ � ← Fn+1,i,A′� + (1 − rn)

for k = 1,…, K

for k = 1,…, K

https://www.jstor.org/stable/2332286?seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents
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How to Balance Exploration with
Exploitation?

— Upper confidence bound

A′� = arg max
A

𝔼[R | A, X] + c
log N

NA

total number of trials

number of times A 

has been tried before

confidence score

score = 0.25 + 0.2 optimism bonus

[Auer et al. 2002]

score = 0.3 + 0.05 optimism bonus

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1023/A:1013689704352


How to Balance Exploration with
Exploitation?

— Upper confidence bound

A′� = arg max
A

𝔼[R | A, X] + c
log N

NA

total number of trials

number of times A 

has been tried before

confidence score

score = 0.25 + 0.2 optimism bonus

[Auer et al. 2002]

deterministic!

score = 0.3 + 0.05 optimism bonus

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1023/A:1013689704352


LinUCB for News Recommendation
[Li et al. 2012]

𝔼[R | X, A = k, θ] = X⊤
k θk

https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=1772758


15 minute break



Evaluation Depends on the 
Method of Data Collection

• N  is total number of impressions
• xn  is context of impression n (e.g. user vector, user demographics, time, content)
• an  is the recommendation that production recommender 𝜋 made for impression n
• rn  is reward of impression n after performing action
• r   is average reward of recommender (e.g. stream rate, listening time)

User
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— evaluate policy using data 
collected by a different policy 

— learn policy using data collected 
by a different policy

— evaluate policy using data 
collected by the same policy 

— update policy using data collected 
by the same policy

“on-policy evaluation”

“on-policy learning”

“off-policy evaluation”

“off-policy learning”

— vanilla bandits, simpler approach
— need to be able to tune the policy by 

interleaving recommendation with 
policy updating

— need to be able to evaluate possibly 
bad policies

— common in contextual bandits 

— much wider setting, but need methods 
to deal with policy mismatch
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Idea

Offline test

Implementation

User test

Deploy

10-100f / month

f / month

Offline Evaluation is
Crucial for Innovation

can also avoid subjecting users to bad ideas!
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The Recommender Interaction Loop

logged feedback data user preference model

recommendations to consumers

pθ(R |A, X)

“How Algorithmic Confounding in Recommendation Systems 
Increases Homogeneity and Decreases Utility” (Chaney et al. 2017)

“Modeling User Exposure in Recommendation” (Liang et al. 2016)

π

offline evaluation

𝔼[R]

https://arxiv.org/abs/1710.11214
https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=2883090
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• e.g. two items, A and B, with the same probability of reward = 0.1

logged feedback data

observed implicit  
feedback for Dead to Me

observed implicit  
feedback for Russian Doll

impression 1

impression 0

impression 1

impression 9

impression 0

impression 9

estimated rate = 0 estimated rate >= 0.1

• the estimated relevance will be identical only 31.3% of the time

A Simple Example

High relevance

High certainty

Low relevance

Low certainty

Ignore

Sometimes Exploit

Exploitgr
ou

nd
 t

ru
th

 it
em

 r
el

ev
an

ce

recommender system relevance certainty

Sometimes Ignore

Sometimes Exploit

Sometimes Ignore



Randomized Controlled Trials

“At the beginning […] the pack was well 
shuffled, and, the operator and subject 

having taken their places, the operator was 
governed by the color of the successive 
cards in choosing whether he should first 

diminish the weight and then increase it, or 
vice versa.”

On Small Differences in Sensation,  
C. S. Peirce & J. Jastrow (1885)Charles Sanders Peirce
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“At the beginning […] the pack was well 
shuffled, and, the operator and subject 

having taken their places, the operator was 
governed by the color of the successive 
cards in choosing whether he should first 

diminish the weight and then increase it, or 
vice versa.”

On Small Differences in Sensation,  
C. S. Peirce & J. Jastrow (1885)Charles Sanders Peirce

uniform random itemsIn recommendation:
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recommendations to consumers

πθ(R |A, X)

uniform random items

Randomized Controlled Trials
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A Small Number of Producers  
Dominate Consumption in Culture

producer popularity

exposure to new consumers

leads to leads to

e.g. actors, musicians, authors

e.g. word of mouth, media coverage

— Matthew effect / Pareto principle [Juran, 1937]
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actions:

reward:

Simple Example

or

or

policy 1: with pr  = 0.5

with pr  = 0.5

reward pr: with pr  = 1

with pr  = 0.5
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event id: 1 2 3 4 5

collect data with policy 1

6

action:

reward:

π

evaluate average reward for policy 1 r̄ =
1
6

6

∑
n=1

rn =
2
3

Simple Off-Policy Example
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evaluate policy 2: with pr  = 1 with pr  = 0

event id: 1 2 3 4 5 6

action:

reward:

action:

reward:

event id: 1 1 3 3 6 6
“hallucinate” what policy 2 would do on the same datastep 2:

r̄ = 1
<latexit sha1_base64="tQOLBTDq/dFI2L0XCg3CMzsDCUo=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoBeh6MVjBfsBTSib7bRdutmE3Y1QQv+GFw+KePXPePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFyaCa+O6305hbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8etXScKoZNFotYdUKqUXCJTcONwE6ikEahwHY4vpv57SdUmsfy0UwSDCI6lHzAGTVW8v2QqkxNyQ0hXq9ccavuHGSVeDmpQI5Gr/zl92OWRigNE1TrrucmJsioMpwJnJb8VGNC2ZgOsWuppBHqIJvfPCVnVumTQaxsSUPm6u+JjEZaT6LQdkbUjPSyNxP/87qpGVwHGZdJalCyxaJBKoiJySwA0ucKmRETSyhT3N5K2IgqyoyNqWRD8JZfXiWtWtW7qNYeLiv12zyOIpzAKZyDB1dQh3toQBMYJPAMr/DmpM6L8+58LFoLTj5zDH/gfP4AncCQvw==</latexit>

step 3: evaluate

collect data with policy 1step 1: π
h

Simple Off-Policy Example
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Inverse Propensity Scoring 
for Off-Policy Evaluation

How many times should we hallucinate each event?

1
N

N

∑
n=1

wnrn ≈ 𝔼h[R] what should        be?wn

Use importance sample reweighting:

wn =
h(an)
π(an)

Technique is called inverse propensity scoring (IPS) and 
          is the propensity score for action      .π(an) an
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“choose a model and train 
it on data how you like”

= 𝔼X,A∼Uniform(𝒜),R[log pθ(R |A, X)]

Off-Policy Learning with IPS

random item
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set of all items model  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context



= 𝔼X,A∼Uniform(𝒜),R[log pθ(R |A, X)]

“train on the right data”

random item
recommended

set of all items model  
parameters

context

Off-Policy Learning with IPS
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Off-Policy Learning with IPS

= 𝔼X,A∼Uniform(𝒜),R[log pθ(R |A, X)]

≈ 1
N

N

∑
n=1

log pθ(rn |an, xn)
|𝒜 |π(an |xn)

for xn, an, rn collected with π

• enables counterfactual evaluation and model training, 
usually used with variance reduction techniques  
[Joachims & Swaminathan, 2016]
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When Does IPS Help?

πh
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Bias-Variance Tradeoff

𝔼[(r̄ − ̂r)2] = (𝔼[ ̂r] − r̄)2 + 𝔼[ ̂r2] − 𝔼[ ̂r]2

mean squared 
error bias^2 variance

online value  
of policy

offline 
estimate

— Offline evaluation approaches vary in the way they 
trade off bias and variance.



When Does IPS Work?

IPS requires:
• absolute continuity
• i.e.                            wherever       

• independent actions (conditional on context)
• independent rewards (conditional on actions, context)

⇡(an | xn) > 0
<latexit sha1_base64="sz2y1FzbTyaXaY6zYFZerwGBl4c=">AAAB/3icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeNrVfDiZTAI8RJ2o6AQkKAXjxHMA7LLMjuZJENmZ5eZWTEkOfgrXjwo4tXf8ObfOHkcNLGgoajqprsrTDhT2nG+raXlldW19cxGdnNre2fX3tuvqTiVhFZJzGPZCLGinAla1Uxz2kgkxVHIaT3s3Yz9+gOVisXiXvcT6ke4I1ibEayNFNiHXsLyOBDIKw29EnoMxCm6Qk5g55yCMwFaJO6M5GCGSmB/ea2YpBEVmnCsVNN1Eu0PsNSMcDrKeqmiCSY93KFNQwWOqPIHk/tH6MQoLdSOpSmh0UT9PTHAkVL9KDSdEdZdNe+Nxf+8Zqrbl/6AiSTVVJDponbKkY7ROAzUYpISzfuGYCKZuRWRLpaYaBNZ1oTgzr+8SGrFgntWKN6d58rXszgycATHkAcXLqAMt1CBKhAYwjO8wpv1ZL1Y79bHtHXJms0cwB9Ynz/zRZQc</latexit>

h(an | xn) > 0
<latexit sha1_base64="1C7mt1XOsSdDpoYvhBHr2OXv9hg=">AAAB/XicbVDJSgNBEK1xjXEbl5uXxiDES5iJgkJAgl48RjALZIahp9NJmvT0DN09YozBX/HiQRGv/oc3/8bOctDEBwWP96qoqhcmnCntON/WwuLS8spqZi27vrG5tW3v7NZUnEpCqyTmsWyEWFHOBK1qpjltJJLiKOS0HvauRn79jkrFYnGr+wn1I9wRrM0I1kYK7P1uHgcCeaVHr4TuA3GMLpAT2Dmn4IyB5ok7JTmYohLYX14rJmlEhSYcK9V0nUT7Ayw1I5wOs16qaIJJD3do01CBI6r8wfj6IToySgu1Y2lKaDRWf08McKRUPwpNZ4R1V816I/E/r5nq9rk/YCJJNRVksqidcqRjNIoCtZikRPO+IZhIZm5FpIslJtoEljUhuLMvz5NaseCeFIo3p7ny5TSODBzAIeTBhTMowzVUoAoEHuAZXuHNerJerHfrY9K6YE1n9uAPrM8fYc+TOw==</latexit>

IPS has high variance with extreme weights:
• extreme propensities (e.g. large action space)
• large divergence between       andh π



Reducing Variance

— Several methods to reduce IPS variance:
• cap the weights [Bottou et al. 2013]
• normalize the weights [Swaminathan & Joachims, 2015]
• doubly robust method [Dudik et al., 2011] 

— [Gilotte, 2018] has a good review of methods.

http://www.jmlr.org/papers/volume14/bottou13a/bottou13a.pdf
http://papers.nips.cc/paper/5748-the-self-normalized-estimator-for-counterfactual-learning
https://arxiv.org/abs/1103.4601
https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=3159687


Direct Method

— Can use the “direct method” to reduce variance.
— Introduces bias from the model assumptions.
— For each task, direct method requires positing a model, 

fitting parameters (hyperparameters), criticizing fits.

r̄(h) =
1
N

N

∑
n=1

∑
A

h(A | xn)𝔼[R | A, xn]
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amount of data
IPS

mean squared error



Bias-Variance Tradeoff

IPS: unbiased, high variance 

Direct method: biased, low variance

Direct method

amount of data
IPS

mean squared error

DR

Doubly robust: unbiased, lower variance
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Doubly Robust

Combine direct method with IPS:

r̄(h) =
1
N

N

∑
n=1

h(an |xn)
π(an |xn)

(rn,k − 𝔼[R | an, xn]) + 𝔼h[𝔼[R | A, xn]]

Lower variance than IPS if predicted reward correlated 
with actual reward.
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Slate Actions

Assumption: each action consists of K sub-actions, each associated 
with an observed reward.

AK

A

A2

A3

A1

AK

A1

A2

A3

RK

R1

R2

R3

R =
K

∑
k=1

R(k)



IPS with Slate Actions

Large action space

h = { a, b, c, d, e }  ?

{ a, b, c, e, d }
{ b, a, c, d, e }
{ b, c, a, d, e }
{ b, c, d, a, e }
{ b, c, d, e, a }

Absolute continuity (effectively) violated

π

2
3
2
1
4

A R

example:



Independent IPS [Li et al. 2018]

Strong independence assumption: 

— very convenient form (essentially 
have NK independent observations) 

— much lower variance 

— completely ignores reward 
interactions in the slate

AK

A1

A2

A3

RK

R1

R2

R3

https://www.kdd.org/kdd2018/accepted-papers/view/offline-evaluation-of-ranking-policies-with-click-models
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Strong independence assumption: 

— very convenient form (essentially 
have NK independent observations) 

— much lower variance 

— completely ignores reward 
interactions in the slate

AK

A1

A2

A3
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other methods such as slate bandit [Swaminathan et al. 2017]

https://www.kdd.org/kdd2018/accepted-papers/view/offline-evaluation-of-ranking-policies-with-click-models
http://papers.nips.cc/paper/6954-off-policy-evaluation-for-slate-recommendation


Markov Decision Process

• A Markov decision process (MDP) describes how an agent interacts 
with an environment.

• MDP is defined as:
• a set of states
• a set of actions 
• a reward function
• a transition probability function 

𝒮
𝒜

𝒮 × 𝒜 → ℝ
𝒮 × 𝒜 × 𝒮 → ℝ
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• A Markov decision process (MDP) describes how an agent interacts 
with an environment.

• MDP is defined as:
• a set of states
• a set of actions 
• a reward function
• a transition probability function 

𝒮
𝒜

𝒮 × 𝒜 → ℝ
𝒮 × 𝒜 × 𝒮 → ℝ

Diagram from RL bible: “Reinforcement Learning: An Introduction” (Sutton & Barto, 2017)
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Leads to myopic policies
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